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General Marking Guidance  
 
• All candidates must receive the same treatment.  Examiners must 

mark the first candidate in exactly the same way as they mark the 
last. 

• Mark schemes should be applied positively. Candidates must be 
rewarded for what they have shown they can do rather than penalised 
for omissions.  

• Examiners should mark according to the mark scheme not according 
to their perception of where the grade boundaries may lie.  

• There is no ceiling on achievement. All marks on the mark scheme 
should be used appropriately.  

• All the marks on the mark scheme are designed to be awarded. 
Examiners should always award full marks if deserved, i.e. if the 
answer matches the mark scheme.  Examiners should also be 
prepared to award zero marks if the candidate’s response is not 
worthy of credit according to the mark scheme. 

• Where some judgement is required, mark schemes will provide the 
principles by which marks will be awarded and exemplification may be 
limited. 

• When examiners are in doubt regarding the application of the mark 
scheme to a candidate’s response, the team leader must be consulted. 

• Crossed out work should be marked UNLESS the candidate has 
replaced it with an alternative response. 
 

Although the assessment objectives are weighted separately, they 
are inter-related.  
 
AO1 requires informed insight and awareness of differing 
viewpoints, and AO2 requires knowledge and understanding of the 
specification content. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar Marking Guidance 
 
• The spelling, punctuation and grammar assessment criteria are 

common to GCSE English Literature, GCSE History, GCSE Geography 
and GCSE Religious Studies. 

 
• All candidates, whichever subject they are being assessed on, must 

receive the same treatment. Examiners must mark the first candidate 
in exactly the same way as they mark the last. 

 
• Spelling, punctuation and grammar marking criteria should be applied 

positively. Candidates must be rewarded for what they have 
demonstrated rather than penalised for errors. 

 
• Examiners should mark according to the marking criteria. All marks on 

the marking criteria should be used appropriately. 
 
• All the marks on the marking criteria are designed to be awarded. 

Examiners should always award full marks if deserved, i.e. if the 
answer matches the marking criteria. 

 
• Examiners should be prepared to award zero marks if the candidate’s 

response is not worthy of credit according to the marking criteria. 
 
• When examiners are in doubt regarding the application of the marking 

criteria to a candidate’s response, the team leader must be consulted. 
 
• Crossed out work should be marked unless the candidate has replaced 

it with an alternative response. 
 
• Handwriting may make it difficult to see if spelling, punctuation and 

grammar are correct. Examiners must make every effort to assess 
spelling, punctuation and grammar fairly and if they genuinely cannot 
make an assessment, the team leader must be consulted. 

 
• Specialist terms do not always require the use of complex terminology 

but the vocabulary used should appropriate to the subject and the 
question. 

 
• Work by candidates with an amanuensis, scribe or typed script should 

be assessed for spelling, punctuation and grammar. 
 
• Examiners are advised to consider the marking criteria in the following 

way: 
o How well does the response communicate the meaning? 
o What range of specialist terms is used? 
o How accurate is the spelling, punctuation and grammar? 

  



 
Unit 13: Hinduism 

 
Question 
Number 

Correct Answer Partially Correct Answer Reject Mark 

1 (a) 
AO1 

• the qualities of 
goodness, 
passion and 
ignorance 

• the three 
tendencies 

• tamas, sattva 
and rajas  

• properties or 
characteristics 
of living things 
  

Any alternative 
wording of the 
above points is 
acceptable. 

(2) 

• two examples of 
gunas 

• ‘strings’(lit) 
• characteristics 

 
 
 
Any alternative 
wording of the above 
points is acceptable. 

(1) 

 
Answers 
which define 
a different 
key word 
 

(0) 

2 



 
Question 
Number 

Answer Mark 

1 (b) 
AO2 

Indicative content 
Answers which think shakti is important are likely to use such 

reasons as: 
• shakti is the divine Earth mother  
• shakti is the cosmic energy causing movement 

throughout the whole universe  
• shakti is supreme power  
 

Answers which do not think shakti is important are likely to use 
such reasons as: 

• shakti is only important to Hindus 
• shakti is only the female principle 
• some might believe only Brahman is important 

 
Other approaches are possible and must be marked according 
to the levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it 
must be sent to review. 
 
Award marks as follows: 
 
For a personal response with: 

• one brief reason (e.g. shakti is supreme power) 
                                                                                 1 mark 

 
For a personal response with:  

• two brief reasons 
• or one developed reason (e.g. shakti is supreme power 

therefore creation cannot happen without shakti)  
                                                                               2 marks   
 
For a personal response with:  

• two reasons with one developed                        3 marks 
 
For a personal response with: 

• two developed reasons                                     4 marks 

4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

  



Question 
Number 

Indicative content 
The quality of written communication will be assessed in this 
answer (strands i, ii and iii) 

1 (c) 
AO1 

The main reasons include: 
• they passed on messages /teachings to devotees  
• they have appeared to fight evil  
• they represent the deity in human form  
• they come to protect good people 

 
Other approaches are possible and must be marked according to the 
levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it must be sent to 
review. 

Level Mark Descriptor 
 0 No rewardable material. 
Level 1 1-2 Little understanding shown, typically by:  

• giving a brief reason 
The answer is likely to be in basic English. The skills needed to 
produce effective writing will not normally be present. The writing 
may have some coherence and will be generally comprehensible, 
but lack both clarity and organisation. High incidence of 
syntactical and/or spelling errors. 

Level 2 3-4 Basic understanding is shown typically by:  
• using two brief reasons  
• or a developed reason 

The candidate is likely to express understanding with a limited 
command of English and little use of specialist vocabulary. The 
range of skills needed to produce effective writing is likely to be 
limited. There are likely to be passages which lack clarity and 
proper organisation. Frequent syntactical and/or spelling errors 
are likely to be present. 

Level 3 5-6 A more developed understanding is shown typically by: 
• using three brief reasons 
• or a fully developed reasons 
• or two reasons with one developed.  

The candidate is likely to express understanding in a clear style 
of English and some use of specialist vocabulary. The candidate 
will demonstrate most of the skills needed to produce effective 
extended writing but there will be lapses in organisation. Some 
syntactical and/or spelling errors are likely to be present. 

Level 4 7-8 A clear understanding is shown typically by:  
• using four brief reasons 
• or two developed reasons 
• or two reasons, one brief and one fully developed 
• or three reasons with one developed 
• or a comprehensive explanation using one reason only.  

The candidate is likely to express understanding in a clear and 
correct style of English with a correct use of specialist vocabulary 
where appropriate. The skills needed to produce convincing 
extended writing in place. Good organisation and clarity. Very 
few syntactical and/or spelling errors may be found. Excellent 
organisation and planning. 



 
Question 
Number 

Answer Mark 

1 (d) 
AO2 

Indicative content  
Reasons for supporting this statement could be: 

• everything that happens to people is decided before 
they are born 

• science shows everything has a cause  
• karma means that everything is a result of a person’s 

actions 
 

Reasons for not supporting this statement could be: 
• some things are accidents  
• people might choose to reject the roles society or 

religion give them 
• the universe is chaotic 

 
Other approaches are possible and must be marked 
according to the levels. If you are unsure of the validity of 
an answer, it must be sent to review. 
 
Award marks as follows: 
 
Candidates who do not refer to Hinduism in either (i) or (ii) 
cannot go beyond 3 marks for the whole of (d). 
 
(i) Own opinion 
1 mark for  

• a simple reason 
2 marks for  

• a developed reason  
• or two simple reasons 

3 marks for 
• three simple reasons 
• or two developed reasons  
• or a fully developed reason 

(ii) Why some people may disagree with their opinion 
1 mark for  

• a simple reason 
2 marks for  

• a developed reason  
• or two simple reasons 

3 marks for 
• three simple reasons 
• or two developed reasons  
• or a fully developed reason 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
    

 
  



Question 1 
(a, b, c, d) 

Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar 

  0 
marks 

Errors severely hinder the meaning of the 
response or candidates do not spell, punctuate 
or use the rules of grammar within the context 
of the demands of the question. 

Threshold 
performance  
 

Level 
1 

1 mark Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of 
grammar with reasonable accuracy in the 
context of the demands of the question. Any 
errors do not hinder meaning in the response. 
Where required, they use a limited range of 
specialist terms appropriately.  

Intermediate 
performance  
 

Level 
2 

2-3 
marks 

Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of 
grammar with considerable accuracy and 
general control of meaning in the context of the 
demands of the question. Where required, they 
use a good range of specialist terms with 
facility.  

High 
performance  
 

Level 
3 

4 
marks 

Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of 
grammar with consistent accuracy and effective 
control of meaning in the context of the 
demands of the question. Where required, they 
use a wide range of specialist terms adeptly 
and with precision. 

  



Question 
Number 

Correct Answer Partially Correct 
Answer 

Reject Mark 

2 (a) 
AO1 

• the sacred 
symbol 
representing 
Brahman 

• the sound of 
the universe 
being created 

• an incantation 
made at the 
beginning and 
end of prayer 
/scripture 
readings 

 
Any alternative 
wording of the 
above points is 
acceptable. 

(2) 

• a mantra 
• a mystical word  
 

Any alternative 
wording of the 
above points is 
acceptable. 

(1) 

 
 Answers which 
define a 
different key 
word  

 
 

(0) 

2 

 
  



Question 
Number 

Answer Mark 

2 (b) 
AO2 

Indicative content 
Answers which think the Atman is really part of Brahman are 
likely to use such reasons as: 

• the personal soul must be part of the eternal soul  
• it explains how life after death is possible 
• it shows the divinity of a person 

 
Answers which do not think the Atman is really part of Brahman 
are likely to use such reasons as: 

• humans are purely biological entities   
• there is no scientific proof for the existence of the Atman 
• the Atman is part of the individual, it cannot be part of 

anything else 
 

Other approaches are possible and must be marked according to 
the levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it must 
be sent to review. 
 
Award marks as follows: 
 
For a personal response with: 

• one brief reason (e.g. it shows the divinity of a person)  
                                                                             1 mark 

For a personal response with:  
• two brief reasons 
• or one developed reason (e.g. it shows the divinity of a 

person, it provides their essence and intelligence)                   
                                                      
                                                               2 marks 

For a personal response with:  
• two reasons with one developed                        3 marks 

For a personal response with: 
• two developed reasons                                      4 marks 

4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
  



Question 
Number 

Indicative content 
The quality of written communication will be assessed in this 
answer (strands i, ii and iii) 

2 (c) 
AO1 

The main reasons include: 
• he is the most powerful incarnation of Vishnu 
• through worship of Krishna they may receive wisdom 
• Krishna is an example of moral behaviour 
• his teachings give guidance to Hindus 

 
Other approaches are possible and must be marked according to the 
levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it must be sent to 
review. 

Level Mark Descriptor 
 0 No rewardable material. 
Level 1 1-2 Little understanding shown, typically by:  

• giving a brief reason 
The answer is likely to be in basic English. The skills needed to 
produce effective writing will not normally be present. The writing 
may have some coherence and will be generally comprehensible, 
but lack both clarity and organisation. High incidence of syntactical 
and/or spelling errors. 

Level 2 3-4 Basic understanding is shown typically by:  
• using two brief reasons  
• or a developed reason 

The candidate is likely to express understanding with a limited 
command of English and little use of specialist vocabulary. The 
range of skills needed to produce effective writing is likely to be 
limited. There are likely to be passages which lack clarity and 
proper organisation. Frequent syntactical and/or spelling errors are 
likely to be present. 

Level 3 5-6 A more developed understanding is shown typically by: 
• using three brief reasons 
• or a fully developed reasons 
• or two reasons with one developed.  

The candidate is likely to express understanding in a clear style of 
English and some use of specialist vocabulary. The candidate will 
demonstrate most of the skills needed to produce effective 
extended writing but there will be lapses in organisation. Some 
syntactical and/or spelling errors are likely to be present. 

Level 4 7-8 A clear understanding is shown typically by:  
• using four brief reasons 
• or two developed reasons 
• or two reasons, one brief and one fully developed 
• or three reasons with one developed 
• or a comprehensive explanation using one reason only.  

The candidate is likely to express understanding in a clear and 
correct style of English with a correct use of specialist vocabulary 
where appropriate. The skills needed to produce convincing 
extended writing in place. Good organisation and clarity. Very few 
syntactical and/or spelling errors may be found. Excellent 
organisation and planning. 



 
 

Question 
Number 

Answer Mark 

2 (d) 
AO2 

Indicative content 
Reasons for supporting this statement could be: 

• it is a more accurate description of the religion 
• it refers to the basic principles of the religion 
• ‘Hinduism’ was initially a European term used to describe 

any Indian religion  
 
Reasons for not supporting this statement could be: 

• Hinduism has become the accepted title  
• Hindus use the term Hinduism  
• the term sanatan dharma would not be understood by 

many people  
 

Other approaches are possible and must be marked according to 
the levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it must 
be sent to review. 
 
Award marks as follows: 
 
Candidates who do not refer to Hinduism in either (i) or (ii) 
cannot go beyond 3 marks for the whole of (d). 
 
(i) Own opinion 
1 mark for  

• a simple reason 
2 marks for  

• a developed reason  
• or two simple reasons 

3 marks for 
• three simple reasons 
• or two developed reasons  
• or a fully developed reason 

(ii) Why some people may disagree with their opinion 
1 mark for  

• a simple reason 
2 marks for  

• a developed reason  
• or two simple reasons 

3 marks for 
• three simple reasons 
• or two developed reasons  
• or a fully developed reason 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
  

 
  



Question 1 
(a, b, c, d) 

Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar 

  0 
marks 

Errors severely hinder the meaning of the 
response or candidates do not spell, punctuate 
or use the rules of grammar within the context 
of the demands of the question. 

Threshold 
performance  
 

Level 
1 

1 mark Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of 
grammar with reasonable accuracy in the 
context of the demands of the question. Any 
errors do not hinder meaning in the response. 
Where required, they use a limited range of 
specialist terms appropriately.  

Intermediate 
performance  
 

Level 
2 

2-3 
marks 

Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of 
grammar with considerable accuracy and 
general control of meaning in the context of the 
demands of the question. Where required, they 
use a good range of specialist terms with 
facility.  

High 
performance  
 

Level 
3 

4 
marks 

Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of 
grammar with consistent accuracy and effective 
control of meaning in the context of the 
demands of the question. Where required, they 
use a wide range of specialist terms adeptly 
and with precision. 

  



Question 
Number 

Correct Answer Partially Correct 
Answer 

Reject Mark 

3 (a) 
AO1 

• the sacred 
language of the 
Hindu scriptures 

• an ancient Indian 
language   

 
  
 
Any alternative 
wording of the 
above points is 
acceptable. 

(2) 

• a language 
• literal meaning is 

‘cultured’ 
 

 
 
Any alternative 
wording of the 
above points is 
acceptable. 

(1) 

 
Answers which 
define a different 
key word 
 

(0) 

2 

 
  



Question 
Number 

Answer Mar
k 

3 (b) 
AO2 

Indicative content 
Answers which think that everyone should read the Upanishads 
are likely to use such reasons as: 

• they are revealed truths 
• they contain guidance for Hindu life 
• they form the basis of much classical philosophy 

 
Answers which do not think that everyone should read the 
Upanishads are likely to use such reasons as: 

• they are out of date 
• they are difficult to understand 
• they are only relevant to Hindus 
 

Other approaches are impossible and must be marked according to 
the levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it must 
be sent to review. 
 
Award marks as follows: 
 
For a personal response with: 

• one brief reason (e.g. they form the basis of much classical 
philosophy)  

                                                                              1 mark 
For a personal response with:  

• two brief reasons 
• or one developed reason (e.g. they form the basis of much 

classical philosophy, ideas from them are reflected in Plato’s 
teachings) 

                                                                                 2 marks   
For a personal response with:  

• two reasons with one developed                         3 marks 
For a personal response with: 

• two developed reasons                                      4 marks 

4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
  



Question 
Number 

Indicative content 
The quality of written communication will be assessed in this 
answer (strands i, ii and iii) 

3 (c) 
AO1 

The main reasons include: 
• they provide guidance on Hindu life 
• they perform rituals in worship 
• they teach the Vedic scriptures  
• they may perform leadership roles within a temple/mandir  

 
Other approaches are possible and must be marked according to the 
levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it must be sent to 
review. 

Level Mark Descriptor 
 0 No rewardable material. 
Level 1 1-2 Little understanding of the issue shown, typically by:  

• giving a brief reason  
• not explaining but only describing the issue. 

The answer is likely to be in basic English. The skills needed to 
produce effective writing will not normally be present. The writing 
may have some coherence and will be generally comprehensible, 
but lack both clarity and organisation. High incidence of syntactical 
and/or spelling errors. 

Level 2 3-4 Basic understanding of the issue is shown typically by:  
• using two brief reasons  
• or a developed reason. 

The candidate is likely to express understanding with a limited 
command of English and little use of specialist vocabulary. The 
range of skills needed to produce effective writing is likely to be 
limited. There are likely to be passages which lack clarity and 
proper organisation. Frequent syntactical and/or spelling errors are 
likely to be present. 

Level 3 5-6 A more developed understanding of the issue is shown typically 
by: 

• using three brief reasons 
• or a fully developed reason 
• or two reasons with one developed.  

The candidate is likely to express understanding in a clear style of 
English and some use of specialist vocabulary. The candidate will 
demonstrate most of the skills needed to produce effective 
extended writing but there will be lapses in organisation. Some 
syntactical and/or spelling errors are likely to be present. 

  



Level 4 7-8 A clear understanding of the issue is shown typically by:  
• using four brief reasons 
• or two developed reasons 
• or two reasons, one brief and one fully developed 
• or three reasons with one developed 
• or a comprehensive explanation using one reason only.  

The candidate is likely to express understanding in a clear and 
correct style of English with a correct use of specialist vocabulary 
where appropriate. The skills needed to produce convincing 
extended writing in place. Good organisation and clarity. Very few 
syntactical and/or spelling errors may be found. Excellent 
organisation and planning. 

 
  



 
 

Question 
Number 

Answer 
 

Mark 

3 (d) 
AO2 

Indicative content 
Reasons for supporting this statement could be: 

• they can provide sacred knowledge 
• they can teach a good Hindu life 
• they can help a person find self-realisation  
 

Reasons for not supporting this statement could be: 
• Hindu scriptures are better sources of knowledge 
• Hindus can find self-realisation on their own 
• meditation is better than gurus’ teachings 
 

Other approaches are possible and must be marked according to 
the levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it must 
be sent to review. 
 
Award marks as follows: 
Candidates who do not refer to Hinduism in either (i) or (ii) 
cannot go beyond 3 marks for the whole of (d). 
 
(i) Own opinion 
1 mark for  

• a simple reason 
2 marks for  

• a developed reason  
• or two simple reasons 

3 marks for 
• three simple reasons 
• or two developed reasons  
• or a fully developed reason 

 
(ii) Why some people may disagree with their opinion 
1 mark for  

• a simple reason 
2 marks for  

• a developed reason  
• or two simple reasons 

3 marks for 
• three simple reasons 
• or two developed reasons  
• or a fully developed reason 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3  

 
  



Question 
Number 

Correct Answer Partially Correct 
Answer 

Reject Mark 

4 (a) 
AO1 

• the religion of 
Hindus devoted 
to Vishnu 

• devotion to 
Vishnu  
 

Any alternative 
wording of the 
above points is 
acceptable. 

(2) 

• a Hindu 
religious group 

 
Any alternative 
wording of the 
above point is 
acceptable. 

(1) 

Answers which 
define a different 
key word 
 

(0) 

2 

 
  



Question 
Number 

Answer Mar
k 

4 (b) 
AO2 

Indicative content 
Answers which think all Hindus should follow their 
varnashramadharma are likely to use such reasons as: 

• people are able to fulfil their full potential by following it 
• it is natural 
• it means people fulfil their responsibilities   

 
Answers which do not think all Hindus should follow their 
varnashramadharma are likely to use such reasons as: 

• it is a belief not all Hindus adhere to 
• varnas and ashramas are human divisions which are not 

needed 
• it is difficult to do so in modern society  

 
Other approaches are possible and must be marked according 
to the levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it 
must be sent to review. 
 
Award marks as follows: 
 
For a personal response with: 

• one brief reason (e.g. it means people fulfil their 
responsibilities)                                               1 mark 
                                                                                                           

For a personal response with:  
• two brief reasons 
• or one developed reason (e.g. it means people fulfil their 

responsibilities because they do what they should do at 
certain points in their lives)  

                                                      2 marks   
For a personal response with:  

• two reasons with one developed                     3 marks 
For a personal response with: 

• two developed reasons                                  4 marks 

4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
  



Question 
Number 

Indicative content 
The quality of written communication will be assessed in this 
answer (strands i, ii and iii) 

4 (c) 
AO1 

The main reasons include: 
• they are accessible to all Hindus 
• they explain universal truths 
• they  are up to date 
• they include important teachings about the nature of God 
• they include popular Hindu stories 
 

Other approaches are possible and must be marked according to the 
levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it must be sent to 
review. 

Level Mark Descriptor 
 0 No rewardable material. 
Level 1 1-2 Little understanding of the issue shown, typically by:  

• giving a brief reason  
• not explaining but only describing the issue. 

The answer is likely to be in basic English. The skills needed to 
produce effective writing will not normally be present. The writing 
may have some coherence and will be generally comprehensible, 
but lack both clarity and organisation. High incidence of 
syntactical and/or spelling errors. 

Level 2 3-4 Basic understanding of the issue is shown typically by: 
• using two brief reason  
• or a developed reasons 
The candidate is likely to express understanding with a limited 
command of English and little use of specialist vocabulary. The 
range of skills needed to produce effective writing is likely to be 
limited. There are likely to be passages which lack clarity and 
proper organisation. Frequent syntactical and/or spelling errors 
are likely to be present. 

Level 3 5-6 A more developed understanding of the issue is shown typically 
by: 
• using three brief reasons 
• or a fully developed reason 
• or two reasons with one developed. 
The candidate is likely to express understanding in a clear style of 
English and some use of specialist vocabulary. The candidate will 
demonstrate most of the skills needed to produce effective 
extended writing but there will be lapses in organisation. Some 
syntactical and/or spelling errors are likely to be present. 

  



Level 4 7-8 A clear understanding of the issue is shown typically by: 
• using four brief reason 
• or two developed reasons 

• or two reasons, one brief and one fully developed 
• or three reasons with one developed 
• or a comprehensive explanation using one reason only. 
The candidate is likely to express understanding in a clear and 
correct style of English with a correct use of specialist vocabulary 
where appropriate. The skills needed to produce convincing 
extended writing in place. Good organisation and clarity. Very few 
syntactical and/or spelling errors may be found. Excellent 
organisation and planning. 



 
Question 
Number 

Answer Mark 

4 (d) 
AO2 

Indicative content 
Reasons for supporting this statement could be: 

• it contains many important Hindu teachings  
• it explains how moksha might be achieved 
• it explains the importance of non-attachment  
 

Reasons for not supporting this statement could be: 
• other writings might be more important to individuals 
• the Vedas include spiritual knowledge essential to Hindus 
• not all of the Bhagavad Gita is easy to understand  
 

Other approaches are possible and must be marked according to 
the levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it must 
be sent to review. 
 
Award marks as follows: 
Candidates who do not refer to Hinduism in either (i) or (ii) 
cannot go beyond 3 marks for the whole of (d). 
 
(i) Own opinion 
1 mark for  

• a simple reason 
2 marks for  

• a developed reason  
• or two simple reasons 

3 marks for 
• three simple reasons 
• or two developed reasons  
• or a fully developed reason 

 
(ii) Why some people may disagree with their opinion 
1 mark for  

• a simple reason 
2 marks for  

• a developed reason  
• or two simple reasons 

3 marks for 
• three simple reasons 
• or two developed reasons  
• or a fully developed reason 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  



Question 
Number 

Correct Answer Partially Correct 
Answer 

Reject Mark 

5 (a) 
AO1 

• celebration during 
Navaratri (when the 
power of Durga over 
evil is celebrated) 
 
•  worship of Durga 
 
Any alternative 
wording of the 
above points is 
acceptable. 

(2) 

• a festival  
• worship 
 
Any alternative 
wording of the 
above point is 
acceptable. 

(1) 

Answers which 
define a different 
key word 
 

(0) 

2 

 
  

 



Question 
Number 

Answer Mark 

5 (b) 
AO2 

Indicative content 
Answers which think all mandirs should look the same are 
likely to use such reasons as: 

• so that they are easily recognisable 
• so that all Hindus can worship in the same way 
• it would mean everyone would feel secure in their  

surroundings 
 
Answers which do not think all mandirs should look the same 
are likely to use such reasons as: 

• they should reflect the beliefs of the community they 
serve 

• they should reflect the culture of the people using the 
mandir 

• mandirs can be different as there are many ways to 
moksha  

 
Other approaches are possible and must be marked 
according to the levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an 
answer, it must be sent to review. 
Award marks as follows: 
 
For a personal response with: 

• one brief reason (e.g. so that they are easily 
recognisable)                                                 1 mark                        

For a personal response with:  
• two brief reasons 
• or one developed reason (e.g. so that they are easily 

recognisable, people visiting the area should be able to 
find a mandir) 

                                                                           2 marks   
For a personal response with:  

• two reasons with one developed                    3 marks 
For a personal response with: 

• two developed reasons                                 4 marks 

4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
  

 



Question 
Number 

Indicative content 
The quality of written communication will be assessed in this 
answer (strands i, ii and iii) 

5 (c) 
AO1 

The main reasons include: 
• it celebrates the triumph of good over evil 
• it marks the beginning of a new year for Hindus 
• Hindus can remember heroic figures from the scriptures  
• it is celebrated throughout the Hindu world 
• it relates directly to remembrance of Rama 
 

Other approaches are possible and must be marked according to the 
levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it must be sent to 
review. 

 
Level Mark Descriptor 
 0 No rewardable material. 
Level 1 1-2 Little understanding of the issue shown, typically by:  

• giving a brief reason  
• not explaining but only describing the issue. 

The answer is likely to be in basic English. The skills needed to 
produce effective writing will not normally be present. The writing 
may have some coherence and will be generally comprehensible, 
but lack both clarity and organisation. High incidence of syntactical 
and/or spelling errors. 

Level 2 3-4 Basic understanding of the issue is shown typically by:  
• using two brief reasons  
• or a developed reason. 

The candidate is likely to express understanding with a limited 
command of English and little use of specialist vocabulary. The 
range of skills needed to produce effective writing is likely to be 
limited. There are likely to be passages which lack clarity and 
proper organisation. Frequent syntactical and/or spelling errors 
are likely to be present. 

Level 3 5-6 A more developed understanding of the issue is shown typically 
by: 

• using three brief reasons 
• or a fully developed reason 
• or two reasons with one developed.  

The candidate is likely to express understanding in a clear style of 
English and some use of specialist vocabulary. The candidate will 
demonstrate most of the skills needed to produce effective 
extended writing but there will be lapses in organisation. Some 
syntactical and/or spelling errors are likely to be present. 

  

 



Level 4 7-8 A clear understanding of the issue is shown typically by referring 
to two views:  

• using four brief reasons 
• or two developed reasons 
• or two reasons, one brief and one fully developed 
• or three reasons with one developed 

The candidate is likely to express understanding in a clear and 
correct style of English with a correct use of specialist vocabulary 
where appropriate. The skills needed to produce convincing 
extended writing in place. Good organisation and clarity. Very few 
syntactical and/or spelling errors may be found. Excellent 
organisation and planning. 

 
  

 



Question 
Number 

Answer Mark 

5 (d) 
AO2 

Indicative content 
Reasons for supporting this statement could be: 

• it is where Krishna was born 
• it is a place to receive blessings 
• it is regarded as a sacred place by all Hindus  
 

Reasons for not supporting this statement could be: 
• not all Hindus regard pilgrimage as important 
• some Hindus cannot travel 
• deities can be worshipped anywhere 

 
Other approaches are possible and must be marked according to 
the levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it must 
be sent to review. 
 
Candidates who do not refer to Hinduism in either (i) or (ii) 
cannot go beyond 3 marks for the whole of (d). 
 
 
(i) Own opinion 
1 mark for  

• a simple reason 
2 marks for  

• a developed reason  
• or two simple reasons 

3 marks for 
• three simple reasons 
• or two developed reasons  
• or a fully developed reason 

(ii) Why some people may disagree with their opinion 
1 mark for  

• a simple reason 
2 marks for  

• a developed reason  
• or two simple reasons 

3 marks for 
• three simple reasons 
• or two developed reasons  
• or a fully developed reason 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

  

 



Question 
Number 

Correct Answer Partially Correct 
Answer 

Reject Mark 

6 (a) 
AO1 

• paying respect 
to a holy image 
to receive a 
blessing 

• being in the 
presence of a 
deity 

• receiving a 
blessing from a 
deity 

 
 
Any alternative 
wording of the 
above points is 
acceptable.                
(2) 

• worship  
• receiving a 

blessing 
 
 
Any alternative 
wording of the 
above point is 
acceptable. 

(1) 

Answers which 
define a different 
key word 
 

(0) 

2 

 
  

 



Question 
Number 

Answer Mark 

6 (b) 
AO2 

Indicative content 
Answers which think all Hindus should go on pilgrimage to 
Varanasi are likely to use such reasons as: 

• it is one of the most sacred sites in Hinduism 
• it is where time began 
• it encourages a favourable rebirth 

 
Answers which do not think all Hindus should go on pilgrimage to 
Varanasi are likely to use such reasons as: 

• there are many other holy places 
• they might not be able to afford it 
• they can worship just as easily at home 

 
Other approaches are possible and must be marked according to 
the levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it must 
be sent to review. 
Award marks as follows: 
 
For a personal response with: 

• one brief reason (e.g. it is one of the most sacred sites in 
Hinduism)                                                                         

1 mark 
For a personal response with:  

• two brief reasons 
• or one developed reason (e.g. it is one of the most sacred 

sites in Hinduism, where Shiva is said to have been 
present)                                                     

2 marks   
For a personal response with:  

• two reasons with one developed                   3 marks 
For a personal response with: 

• two developed reasons                                 4 marks 

4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
  

 



Question 
Number 

Indicative content 
The quality of written communication will be assessed in this 
answer (strands i, ii and iii) 

6 (c) 
AO1 

The main reasons include: 
• bathing in the Ganges encourages a favourable rebirth 
• bathing in the river leads to purification 
• the river is a source of merit 
• Hindu teachings encourage bathing, drinking and praying in the 

Ganges  
• it is a deity 
 

Other approaches are possible and must be marked according to the 
levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it must be sent to 
review. 

Level Mark Descriptor 
 0 No rewardable material. 
Level 1 1-2 Little understanding of the issue shown, typically by:  

• giving a brief reason  
• not explaining but only describing the issue. 

The answer is likely to be in basic English. The skills needed to 
produce effective writing will not normally be present. The writing 
may have some coherence and will be generally comprehensible, 
but lack both clarity and organisation. High incidence of 
syntactical and/or spelling errors. 

Level 2 3-4 Basic understanding of the issue is shown typically by:  
• using two brief reasons  
• or a developed reason. 

The candidate is likely to express understanding with a limited 
command of English and little use of specialist vocabulary. The 
range of skills needed to produce effective writing is likely to be 
limited. There are likely to be passages which lack clarity and 
proper organisation. Frequent syntactical and/or spelling errors 
are likely to be present. 

Level 3 5-6 A more developed understanding of the issue is shown typically 
by: 

• using three brief reasons 
• or a fully developed reason 
• or two reasons with one developed.  

The candidate is likely to express understanding in a clear style of 
English and some use of specialist vocabulary. The candidate will 
demonstrate most of the skills needed to produce effective 
extended writing but there will be lapses in organisation. Some 
syntactical and/or spelling errors are likely to be present. 

  

 



Level 4 7-8 A clear understanding of the issue is shown typically by:  
• using four brief reasons 
• or two developed reasons 
• or two reasons, one brief and one fully developed 
• or three reasons with one developed 
• or a comprehensive explanation using one reason only.  

The candidate is likely to express understanding in a clear and 
correct style of English with a correct use of specialist vocabulary 
where appropriate. The skills needed to produce convincing 
extended writing in place. Good organisation and clarity. Very few 
syntactical and/or spelling errors may be found. Excellent 
organisation and planning. 

  

 



 
 

Question 
Number 

Answer Mark 

6 (d) 
AO2 

Indicative content 
Reasons for supporting this statement could be: 

• there are fewer distractions making it easy to concentrate 
• worship can be more personal  
• worship can be carried out at any time  

 
Reasons for not supporting this statement could be: 

o the atmosphere might be more spiritual 
o pujaris can help people with their devotion in a temple 
o it might be difficult to focus on worship in the home 

 
Other approaches are possible and must be marked according to 
the levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it must 
be sent to review. 
 
Award marks as follows: 
 
Candidates who do not refer to Hinduism in either (i) or (ii) 
cannot go beyond 3 marks for the whole of (d). 
 
(i) Own opinion 
1 mark for  

• a simple reason 
2 marks for  

• a developed reason  
• or two simple reasons 

3 marks for 
• three simple reasons 
• or two developed reasons  
• or a fully developed reason 

(ii) Why some people may disagree with their opinion 
1 mark for  

• a simple reason 
2 marks for  

• a developed reason  
• or two simple reasons 

3 marks for 
• three simple reasons 
• or two developed reasons  
• or a fully developed reason 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
  

 
  

 



Question 
Number 

Correct Answer Partially Correct 
Answer 

Reject Mark 

7 (a) 
AO1 

 
• rituals marking 

each new stage 
of life  

• rites of passage 
• a ceremony 

marking an 
important stage 
in life 

 
 
Any alternative 
wording of the 
above points is 
acceptable. 

(2) 

 
• rituals 
• an example of 

a samskar 
 
Any alternative 
wording of the 
above point is 
acceptable. 

(1) 

 
Answers which 
define a different 
key word 
 

(0) 

2 

 
  

 



Question 
Number 

Answer Mark 

7 (b) 
AO2 

Indicative content 
Answers which think a mandir is important for a community are 
likely to use such reasons as: 

• it provides a meeting place for the community 
• it is an identifiable place for Hindus to go to worship 
• it is where Hindus can receive teaching in their faith 

 
Answers which do not think a mandir is important for a 
community are likely to use such reasons as: 

• Hindus can meet anywhere 
• Hindu worship can take place in the home 
• not every community has a Hindu population 

 
Other approaches are possible and must be marked according to 
the levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it must 
be sent to review. 
 
Award marks as follows: 
 
For a personal response with: 

• one brief reason (e.g. it is where Hindus can receive 
teaching in their faith) 

                                                                                1 mark 
For a personal response with:  

• two brief reasons 
• or one developed reason (e.g. it is where Hindus can 

receive teaching in their faith, classes are held about the 
scriptures in mandirs)  

                                                                          2 marks   
 
For a personal response with:  

• two reasons with one developed                        3 marks 
For a personal response with: 

• two developed reasons                                      4 marks 

4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
  

 



Question 
Number 

Indicative content 
The quality of written communication will be assessed in this 
answer (strands i, ii and iii) 

7 (c) 
AO1 

The main reasons include: 
• it is the basis for all the ashramas that follow 
• it encourages a pure and virtuous way of life 
• it allows time to study  
• it is how a person gains knowledge needed for the future 

 
Other approaches are possible and must be marked according to the 
levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it must be sent to 
review. 

Level Mark Descriptor 
 0 No rewardable material. 
Level 1 1-2 Little understanding of the issue shown, typically by:  

• giving a brief reason  
• not explaining but only describing the issue. 

The answer is likely to be in basic English. The skills needed to 
produce effective writing will not normally be present. The writing 
may have some coherence and will be generally comprehensible, 
but lack both clarity and organisation. High incidence of 
syntactical and/or spelling errors. 

Level 2 3-4 Basic understanding of the issue is shown typically by:  
• using two brief reasons  
• or a developed reason. 

The candidate is likely to express understanding with a limited 
command of English and little use of specialist vocabulary. The 
range of skills needed to produce effective writing is likely to be 
limited. There are likely to be passages which lack clarity and 
proper organisation. Frequent syntactical and/or spelling errors 
are likely to be present. 

Level 3 5-6 A more developed understanding of the issue is shown typically 
by: 

• using three brief reasons 
• or a fully developed reason 
• or two reasons with one developed.  

The candidate is likely to express understanding in a clear style of 
English and some use of specialist vocabulary. The candidate will 
demonstrate most of the skills needed to produce effective 
extended writing but there will be lapses in organisation. Some 
syntactical and/or spelling errors are likely to be present. 

  

 



Level 4 7-8 A clear understanding of the issue is shown typically by:  
• using four brief reasons 
• or two developed reasons 
• or two reasons, one brief and one fully developed 
• or three reasons with one developed 
• or a comprehensive explanation using one reason only.  

The candidate is likely to express understanding in a clear and 
correct style of English with a correct use of specialist vocabulary 
where appropriate. The skills needed to produce convincing 
extended writing in place. Good organisation and clarity. Very few 
syntactical and/or spelling errors may be found. Excellent 
organisation and planning. 

 
 
 
 

  

 



 
 

Question 
Number 

Answer Mark 

7 (d) 
AO2 

Indicative content 
Reasons for supporting this statement could be: 

• racism may result in bad karma 
• it is part of a Hindu’s dharma  
• discrimination can cause suffering 
 

Reasons for not supporting this statement could be: 
• people have free will  
• worship is more important 
• people are too busy to get involved in community cohesion 

 
Other approaches are possible and must be marked according to 
the levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it must 
be sent to review. 
 
Award marks as follows: 
Candidates who do not refer to Hinduism in either (i) or (ii) 
cannot go beyond 3 marks for the whole of (d). 
 
 (i) Own opinion 
1 mark for  

• a simple reason 
2 marks for  

• a developed reason  
• or two simple reasons 

3 marks for 
• three simple reasons 
• or two developed reasons  
• or a fully developed reason 

(ii) Why some people may disagree with their opinion 
1 mark for  

• a simple reason 
2 marks for  

• a developed reason  
• or two simple reasons 

3 marks for 
• three simple reasons 
• or two developed reasons  
• or a fully developed reason 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
Question 
Number 

Correct Answer Partially Correct 
Answer 

Reject Mark 

8 (a) 
AO1 

• the third stage 
of life (retiring 
to the woods)  

• a forest 
dwelling Hindu 
hermit 

• retiring to the 
woods 

• retiring from 
the duties of a 
householder 
 

 
Any alternative 
wording of the 
above points is 
acceptable.                
(2) 

• a stage in life 
• retirement 
• an ashrama 

 
Any alternative 
wording of the 
above points is 
acceptable. 

(1) 

Answers which 
define a different 
key word 
 

(0) 

2 

 
  

 



Question 
Number 

Answer Mark 

8 (b) 
AO2 

Indicative content 
Answers which think all Hindus should help to relieve suffering 
are likely to use such reasons as: 

• it is a way to achieve moksha 
• it is part of Hindu teaching to reduce himsa 
• helping others will lead to good karma 
 

Answers which do not think all Hindus should help to relieve 
suffering are likely to use such reasons as: 

• people have free will  
• suffering is natural 
• some people do not have time to work in this way 
 

Other approaches are possible and must be marked according to 
the levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it must 
be sent to review. 
 
Award marks as follows: 
 
For a personal response with: 

• one brief reason (e.g. it is a way to achieve moksha) 
     1 mark 

 
• two brief reasons 
• or one developed reason (e.g. it is a way to achieve 

moksha, suffering is often linked to attachment)    
                                                                               2 marks   
For a personal response with:  

• two reasons with one developed                        3 marks 
For a personal response with: 

• two developed reasons                                      4 marks 

4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
Question 
Number 

Indicative content 
The quality of written communication will be assessed in this 
answer (strands i, ii and iii) 

8 (c) 
AO1 

The main reasons include: 
• it is a sacred event 
• it is an important samskar 
• it is when a person officially becomes a Hindu 
• it gives blessings to the baby and its family 

 
Other approaches are possible and must be marked according to the 
levels. If you are unsure of the validity of an answer, it must be sent to 
review. 

Level Mark Descriptor 
 0 No rewardable material. 
Level 1 1-2 Little understanding of the issue shown, typically by:  

• giving a brief reason  
• not explaining but only describing the issue. 

The answer is likely to be in basic English. The skills needed to 
produce effective writing will not normally be present. The 
writing may have some coherence and will be generally 
comprehensible, but lack both clarity and organisation. High 
incidence of syntactical and/or spelling errors. 

Level 2 3-4 Basic understanding of the issue is shown typically by:  
• using two brief reasons  
• or a developed reason. 

The candidate is likely to express understanding with a limited 
command of English and little use of specialist vocabulary. The 
range of skills needed to produce effective writing is likely to be 
limited. There are likely to be passages which lack clarity and 
proper organisation. Frequent syntactical and/or spelling errors 
are likely to be present. 

Level 3 5-6 A more developed understanding of the issue is shown typically 
by: 

• using three brief reasons 
• or a fully developed reason 
• or two reasons with one developed.  

The candidate is likely to express understanding in a clear style 
of English and some use of specialist vocabulary. The candidate 
will demonstrate most of the skills needed to produce effective 
extended writing but there will be lapses in organisation. Some 
syntactical and/or spelling errors are likely to be present. 

  

 



Level 4 7-8 A clear understanding of the issue is shown typically by:  
• using four brief reasons 
• or two developed reasons 
• or two reasons, one brief and one fully developed 
• or three reasons with one developed 
• or a comprehensive explanation using one reason only.  

The candidate is likely to express understanding in a clear and 
correct style of English with a correct use of specialist vocabulary 
where appropriate. The skills needed to produce convincing 
extended writing in place. Good organisation and clarity. Very 
few syntactical and/or spelling errors may be found. Excellent 
organisation and planning. 

 
  

 



 
 

Question 
Number 

Answer Mark 

8 (d) 
AO2 

Indicative content 
Reasons for supporting this statement could be: 

• it is the only time a Hindu can marry  
• it is when a Hindu becomes an adult 
• it is the only one that is practical in the 

secular/western world  
 
Reasons for not supporting this statement could be: 

• all the ashramas need to be completed 
• other ashramas are part of a Hindu’s dharma 
• not all Hindus want to marry  
 

Other approaches are possible and must be marked 
according to the levels. If you are unsure of the validity 
of an answer, it must be sent to review. 
 
Award marks as follows: 
 
Candidates who do not refer to Hinduism in either (i) or 
(ii) cannot go beyond 3 marks for the whole of (d). 
 
(i) Own opinion 
1 mark for  

• a simple reason 
2 marks for  

• a developed reason  
• or two simple reasons 

3 marks for 
• three simple reasons 
• or two developed reasons  
• or a fully developed reason 

(ii) Why some people may disagree with their opinion 
1 mark for  

• a simple reason 
2 marks for  

• a developed reason  
• or two simple reasons 

3 marks for 
• three simple reasons 
• or two developed reasons  
• or a fully developed reason 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
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